Abstract. In recent years, colleges and universities around the world have begun to pay more and more attention to the performance appraisal. Therefore, A scientific, reasonable and universal performance management system has a far-reaching impact and significance on improving teachers' performance and achieving the goals of colleges and universities. At present, due to the different scoring standards of colleges and universities, the performance management systems are customized according to the needs of colleges and universities. The development cost is high and the maintainability is poor. There is no general performance management system. In this context, based on JavaEE and Struts2+Spring+Hibernate technology, a performance management system based on cloud computing for university teachers is designed based on custom templates, improving the generality and scalability.
and so on. The business logic layer mainly includes LoginServlet and RegisterServlet.Logical service layer receives the phone number filled in by ordinary personal teacher user in the presentation layer through Class RegisterServlet. After clicking the send authentication code, the server accepts the number and sends the authentication code to the mobile phone. The LoginServlet class receives encapsulated User objects (including mobile phone numbers and authentication codes or user-independent numbers and passwords) and passes them to UserService, which compares the data accepted by the server to the contents of the database and returns the comparison results to the LoginServlet class, which compares with the database The result is returned to the presentation layer. Figure 1 System Architecture System login module. The system has three kinds of users: ordinary teacher user, department administrator and school administrator, providing a unified login port. Pages include user identity selection, phone number / user name, password, etc. The layer includes UserServiceImpl, CheckService and LoginServlet business classes. Ordinary teacher users receive the user ID sent from the display page or the phone number and password filled in by the UserServiceImpl class. The LoginServlet class receives the encapsulated TeacherUseInfo object and passes it to the UserDaoImpl class. The login method in UserDaoImpl returns to the LoginServlet class after processing, and the LoginServlet class returns the result to the Login. Jsp page presentation layer. The CheckService of the school user receives the wrapped SchoolInfo object from the page presentation layer and passes it to the SchoolInforDaoImpl class, returning the result information from the database query to the presentation layer and popping up the corresponding feedback. After being authenticated, the administrators and administrators can jump to different pages and provide different functions.
System password modification module. It provides users with a variety of functions to modify their passwords to protect users' information security. Pages include mobile phone number or user's current login ID, authentication code or old password and new password. The user clicks the modified password button on the upper left corner of the personal page and pops out the corresponding page. The business layer includes PwdModServlet business classes. The PwdModServlet class will receive the encapsulated TeacherUserInfo object and pass it to the PwdModService class. The method in the PwdModService will return after processing. Back to the PwdModServlet class, the PwdModServlet class returns the result of the modified password processing to the page.
Privilege grading audit module. When the user with audit authority opens the audit interface, he can see the classification and prompt of all the documents to be audited, and can filter according to the time order or the status of approval, which is convenient for approval. The audit page has many filtering and search options for users to facilitate daily work, selective and purposeful filtering approval of relevant documents. Through the PaperSerlvet and other related classes for approval, the front-end click on the agreement, the parameters will be sent to the background for the relevant approval operation, the background ApprovService modifies database content, to achieve the purpose of preservation.
User management module. Users can pop up user information. The modification information can be input in the pop-up window to achieve the modification effect. After the user enters the system, click the user management tab to enter the user management interface. The user management interface can see all the user information. Click the modify/view button next to it, pop up the details pop-up window, and enter the details in the pop-up window. Encapsulate the data sent from the front office to the background. Background ChangUserInfo class receives objects, parses them, determines identity information and modifies types, and imports different results into the database for persistent storage. UserInfoService is responsible for the query and modification of the relevant personnel in the data access layer, and returns the operation results to the business layer. and so on. After unit testing, system testing, conditional testing and boundary testing, the system functions meet expectations.
Conclusion
Based on JavaEE and S2SH framework technology, a cloud university teacher performance management system is designed. The system realizes the main functions of uploading and statistics of scientific research and teaching achievements, grading audit of the separation of colleges and universities, general scoring template, flexible menu editing, and self-defining publishing assessment activities. The person in charge of the college or university can publish custom activities and restrict the results required by the activities in terms of time, grade, category and quantity. Teachers are required to upload the results within the scope of activities, and the uploaded results need to be audited and scored. The person in charge of a college can assign the examination authority to the scientific research and teaching secretary to assist in the audit work. After the scheduled time arrives, the system will rank according to the performance score after the audit, and get the evaluation results. This system successfully solves the problem of universality in performance management in most colleges, and improves the inconvenience of performance statistics for the majority of teachers.
